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Eos 


He sang in the morning— 

A lyre with a broken string. 

Offering falling gifts to those who are falling. 


The blinds comprehendeth him not,

And the coffee pot comprehendeth him not;

‘Though they shared his song

They could not hear the singing. 


The walls were washed of yesterday’s oblations. 

Nature natured in its gleaming. 


Oikos 


The reliquary of the heart, 

Demolished;

A chrismed embrace 

Will not still the ache 


Of six years of clothes,

Washed and dried,

Packed neatly in plastic bags

As the heart on a shirt sleeve expires.


You were there when

The city caught fire—

In a basement in Rome

Where Vandals counted gold—


Drinking wine with a friend 

As something terrible took hold:

The eidolon of cold water flats;

The desolation of home.


Byzantine Fragment, Corpus Delicti 


Like a shadow 

On a wooden board 

I am ashamed 




Of my body

A history 

Of eunuchs 

If you have a eunuch 

Kill it

If you don’t

Buy one then kill it 


Gnosis


‘This is the figure that was the most admired piece of sculpture in the world. The 
Apollo surely embodies a higher state of civilisation. The Northern imagination 
takes shape in an image of fear and darkness; the Hellenistic imagination is an 
image of harmonised proportion and human reason’.  - Kenneth Clark, Civilisation. 


…


I have a photo of you mimicking  

The Apollo Belvedere in the Vatican, 

Beloved of Winckelmann,

In an eternal springtime. 


This must be his outstretched arm; 

This is him pointing us 

To what we want to see most.

(He struck the sculpture and did not feel shame.)


Silvery Hill 


Nobody loves poetry like a Russian

For whom life obtains virtue through suffering. 


In the glass fronted cabinet

There is a knot of bone; 


A sliver from under the eye 

Of a forgotten martyr;


An incorruptible mastodon from the ether;

A cemetery in a gallery. 


Truth is greater than reality— 

The eromenos defeats the erastes.


Poem for Meister Eckhart 




The dog on the throne

Watched them come and go;

In a lightening flash 

Nothing becomes a theophany.


And Saul saw nothing—

There is no coming or going— 

He who brings forth being from nothing 

Is lacking in nothing.


The dark spark in the circle,

That is neither black nor white,

Nor has any colour,

Shone.


Oh, sink all my I into the divine nothing;

Sink into the bottomless flood:

Abyss calls out to abyss 

In the hidden desert. 


Rome poem 


I 

The rusticating townspeople of the Veneto

kept animals on the ground floor 

of their Palladian villas. 

We stayed in the attic, 


and you swore you could see Rome 

from the balcony. 

The grapes eternally ripen  

on the fresco walls. 


II

The gods have taken back the mountains, 

parodying mea culpas.

The six headed hill

dies on the balcony, quoting none.


You’re the trouble— 

only you can bring me Rome 

with my mother on the floor.

The love I bring I found in a corpus 


that was stripped then dressed

but the oil was unblessed: 




the threshing floor

has forgotten how to run. 


Plaint


I swore to a god 

I no longer believe in

So the curses still come.


A pillar breaks in the shadows—

The heart palpates in three stressed beats. 

You’ve lost everything now 


Yet I have less. 

But there is peace— 

Be magnificent like a godless man. 


Benediction


Oily wounds smear the wall;

Our home has rebelled.

There is blessed water near the door

But the gods have left. 


To which heart must we turn towards or from?

Return to yourself. 

Walk over the shards. 

This is the flower of your life—


You are purified. 



